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Thank   you   for   considering   submitting   to   Synclaire   Publishing!   

  

*Please   note:   Although   we   are   now   accepting   submissions,   accepted   projects   will   not   begin   the   publishing   

process   until   April   2021.   SP   is   still   undergoing   LLC   license   registration.   

  

Our   goal   is   to   produce   and   publish   quality   books,   and   put   authors’   and   their   audience’s   needs   first.   We   specialize   in   

Middle   Grade,   Young   Adult ,   and    New   Adult   crossover    books   in   the   following   genres:    contemporary/realistic   fiction,   

mystery,   thriller/suspense,   action,   literary   fiction,   drama,   magical   realism ,   and    adventure .   

  

We   offer   independent   publishing   to   writers   who   are   already   self-published   or   have   not   published   anything   yet.   We   

do   not   accepted   traditionally   published   authors,   for   example   those   from   Big   5   houses.   

  

We   also   provide   assistance   services   for   those   who   want   to   self-publish   completely   on   their   own!   This   includes   line   

and   copyediting,   formatting,   cover   design,   website   design,   and   more.   See   our   complete   list   of   services   at   

www.bonniesynclaire.com/services .   

  

  

  

Guidelines:   

*Manuscript   must   be   at   least   35k   words.   

*We   only   accept   Google   Docs,   Microsoft   Word   documents,   or   PDFs   in   a   size   12   serif   font,   double-spaced.   (If   

sending   a   Google   Doc,   you   must   grant   sharing/viewing   permissions   to   synclaireproductions@gmail.com)   

  

How   to   submit:   

*You   can   email   your   submission   ( Do   not    send   the   original   document   --   it   must   be   a   duplicate).   

~   Email   must   include   the   following   content:   

Subject   Line :   My   Submission,   Pen   Name   

Body :   

Working   Title   

Genre   &   Word   count   

Synopsis   

Comparison   titles   (optional)   

First   3   chapters   

  

Benefits   

*We   publish   you   for   only   $200   --   competing   independent   and   boutique   presses   charge   anywhere   from   several   

hundred   to   thousands   to   acquire   a   project.   Here,   your   payment   covers   costs   such   as   the   ISBN   assignment,   editing,   

and   other   technical   and   legal   costs.   

~   Thinking   of   publishing   yourself?   We   also   provide   services   for   those   who   want   to   completely   self-publish   

on   their   own.   See   our   complete   list   of   services   at    www.bonniesynclaire.com/services .   

http://www.bonniesynclaire.com/services
http://www.bonniesynclaire.com/services


*You,   the   author,   keep   80%   of   royalties/all   net   profit   --   this   is   one   of   the   highest   royalty   amounts   compared   to   any   

other   traditional   or   indie   press.   

*You   and   your   book(s)   can   leave   SP   if   need   be   --   you   are   not   tied   to   us   forever,   whereas   at   other   presses,   your   

book(s)   can   never   be   released   from   a   contract.   

*We   handle   every   step   of   the   publishing   process,   but   you   are   100%   involved   --   it   is   common   for   traditional   

publishers   to   keep   their   authors   in   the   shadows   regarding   what   is   being   done   to   their   book.   Here   we   include   our   

authors   in   every   decision,   every   step   of   the   way.   We   handle   editing,   marketing,   design,   synopsis   writing,   biography   

writing,   and   more,   and   nothing   is   confirmed   without   the   author’s   approval.   

*Your   book   will   have   a   unique   ISBN   barcode,   a   Library   of   Congress   Control   Number.   

*You   keep   100%   of   your   rights   --   SP   does   not   own   any   aspects   of   your   book.   

  

Cost   

Total   =   $200   

*Payment   plans   are   available   and   customizable   to   your   budget   and   needs!   

  

Why   is   there   a   cost?   

All   hybrid   publishers,   including   Synclaire   Publishing,   do   all   of   the   necessary   services   needed   for   your   book   to   

succeed   and   charge   an   initial   price   so   you   can   keep   80%   of   the   royalties   in   the   end.   

Proofreading,   Copy   Editing   &   Line   Editing   -   $100   

Cover   Design   -   $20   

Interior   Formatting   -   $40   

ISBN   (International   Standard   Book   Number)   Assignment   -   $40   


